THE SHOWROOM EXPERIENCE:
WHAT SHOULD THIS BE IN A
DIGITAL WORLD?
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The Showroom Experience

THE WAY WE LIVE
IS CHANGING.
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The Showroom Experience

WE ARE NOW EMPOWERED
BY DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY.
A WIDER ARRAY OF CHOICE,
AND DISRUPTOR BRANDS
SATISFYING OUR EVERY NEED.
INSTANTLY.
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The Showroom Experience

CUSTOMERS EXPECT A HOLISTIC
SEAMLESS EXPERIENCE.
LEADING BRANDS ARE REINVENTING THE
PHYSICAL SPACE, ADAPTING QUICKLY
TO CUSTOMER NEEDS.
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The Showroom Experience

HOW ARE GLOBAL
BRANDS RESPONDING
TO THIS SHIFT?
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The Showroom Experience

THE DRIVERS
PHYSICAL
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The Showroom Experience

THE DRIVERS
PHYSICAL

DIGITAL
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The Showroom Experience

THE DRIVERS
PHYSICAL

EXPERIENTIAL
CUSTOMISED
IMMERSIVE
INTERACTIVE
VISUALISED

DIGITAL

The Showroom Experience

WE HAVE STUDIED MULTIPLE SECTORS
GLOBALLY, TO UNDERSTAND WHO IS
LEADING THE WAY AND RESPONDING TO
THESE CHANGES.
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LET’S PLAY
Brands are getting their customers moving.
By rethinking the shopping experience as a
playground to be explored, consumers are
trialling, discovering and finding products
through play.
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Let’s Play

INTERACTIVE PLAYGROUND
SK-II Future X – This Japanese pop-up concept integrates
technology and AI systems to offer an immersive, private
and personalised shopping experience that is entertaining
and informative to the visitors needs and the brand’s product
offer, all within a social media friendly environment.
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NEARLY HALF OF PEOPLE
SAID THAT ATTENDING AN
IN-STORE WORKSHOP, EVENT
OR TUTORIAL WOULD ENCOURAGE
THEM TO SHOP AT THAT
STORE AGAIN.
I-AM (2018)

INTERACTIVE &
CUSTOMISABLE
EXPERIENCE THROUGH
DIGITAL INTEGRATION IN
PHYSICAL SPACE

Let’s Play

THE SLOWROOM
EXPERIENCE

LOAF Shacks – British furniture retailer, has built on its
online success with opening of four showrooms also known
as ‘Slowrooms’ – a space where customers can engage and
experience the brand. The customers can explore, feel and try the
brand’s products in a fun way, similar to a children’s playground.
The titled Loaf Shacks include mattress testing stations, arcade
games, a cinema room playing 80s movies and old-school ice
cream parlours. Free drinks are also available through fridges
dotted around the space as well as coloring stations for children.

Let’s Play

THE SLOWROOM
EXPERIENCE

IMMERSIVE PHYSICAL
EXPERIENCE MATCHING
THE ONLINE BRAND TOV
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49%

CUSTOMERS
LOVE TO TOUCH
AND TRY THINGS AND
21% LOVE TO DISCOVER
SOMETHING NEW
I-AM (2018)

Let’s Play

TAKEOUT
DESIGNING THE SHOWROOM EXPERIENCE
AS A PLAYGROUND NEEDN’T BE LIMITED TO
JUST A PHYSICAL SPACE - REDESIGN THE
ONLINE EXPERIENCE OR INTEGRATE DIGITAL
PLATFORMS, TO MAKE YOUR SHOPPING
EXPERIENCE MORE DISCOVERY LED.
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STREAMING
EXPERIENCES
Brands are getting creative with the channels
that they engage consumers with to enhance
the shopping experience and brand message.
By converging spaces, messages and mediums,
brand engagement can live and happen across
several dimensions.

Streaming Experiences

OPTICAL ILLUSION

IKEA, AR Apps – Swedish retailer IKEA has developed the
Place App that allows users to preview products in a home
setting; following this, they wanted to develop a similar
programme that could make the sometimes painstaking
process of putting together flat-pack furniture easier.

CUSTOMISABLE
AND INTERACTIVE
VISUALISATION (AR)
ASSISTING WITH PRE
& POST PURCHASE

Streaming Experiences

A SMALL-SCREEN STAR

ZARA AR App – An AR experience launched across 120 flagships stores
worldwide. It allowed visitors to see the latest collection come to life on
their mobile screens with models posing and moving around the store
and introducing the different looks. Enabled on mobile devices through
the ZARA AR app, people were able to unlock the experience by scanning
store windows, in-store podium sensors or hovering over the packages
delivered for online orders. The app also allowed its visitors to post photos
of the model holograms and share their experience on social media.

IMMERSIVE AND
INTERACTIVE APP
ENGAGING THE CUSTOMER
THROUGH MIXED
CHANNELS

51%

WOULD LOVE
TO NAVIGATE, GET
INFORMATION AND PAY
USING THERE PHONE
INSTORE
I-AM (2018)

Streaming Experiences

TAKEOUT
CONSIDER THINKING ABOUT CONSUMER
ENGAGEMENT AS OMNI-CHANNEL AND INSTEAD
CROSS AND CONVERGE CHANNELS TO UNLOCK
NEW SPACES AND MAKE YOUR BRAND
MORE ACCESSIBLE
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SHOPPABLE
LIVING
Retail brands are beginning to move in to
the hospitality space, creating offerings that
merge both shopping and leisure. By using
their products and brand DNA to create these
spaces, they have made living showrooms that
their customers–now guests–can engage with.

Shoppable Living

SHOP THE LIFESTYLE

MUJI Hotels – Retail brand Muji has been building hotels across Japan
and China with rooms built above their retail store offering. The megastores
will span across several floors, with the lower levels dedicated to retail and
the top to rooms, a restaurant and a fitness centre. All products in the hotel
will be available to buy online, offering consumers the opportunity to really
tune in to Muji’s way of living.
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IMMERSIVE
& INTERACTIVE
EXPERIENCE
BRANDED ACCROSS ALL
TOUCHPOINTS

Shoppable Living

LIVE THE BRAND

West Elm, Boutique Hotels –West Elm will allow its guests
to shop their experience, creating an environment to live
and breathe their brand. Other benefits include shopping
with the service of a concierge, a relaxed sales environment
and a more holistic approach to shopping and hospitality.
Room rates are competitive as West Elm supply their own
products to furnish the rooms.

IMMERSIVE
AND INTERACTIVE
EXPERIENCE
BRANDED CUSTOMER
JOURNEY

Shoppable Living

TRY BEFORE YOU BUY

John Lewis, The Residence – Back in 2017, John Lewis launched
The Residence, the first ever fully furnished in-store apartment
within its Oxford Street London, Liverpool and Cambridge stores
offering customers the chance to stay overnight and host private
dining experiences, while exploring the retailer’s product range,
with everything from fashion to homewares, furniture and technology
inside the apartment, all of which was available for purchase.
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IMMERSIVE
& INTERACTIVE
EXPERIENCE
FLEXIBILITY IN SPACE
USAGE

Shoppable Living

DIY EXPERIENCE

IKEA, The Dining Club – A pop up concept that showcased Ikea’s wares,
and allowed visitors to partake in workshops alongside chefs, all within
an IKEA kitted kitchen using the brand’s products and utensils to cook.
It also allowed customers to host dinner parties and further explore the
different kitchen designs through physical room-sets as well as virtual reality.
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IMMERSIVE
AND INTERACTIVE
EXPERIENCE
FLEXIBILITY IN SPACE
USAGE

Shoppable Living

TAKEOUT
TAP INTO YOUR EXISTING OFFERING
AND CUSTOMER BASE TO UPSELL
THROUGH EXPERIENCES THAT BRING
YOUR PRODUCT TO LIFE.
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HYPER AGILE
How do your stores flex? By rethinking both
stock and space, retailers are designing their
stores to accomodate the range of needs and
shopping attitudes.

Hyper Agile

CLICK & CALM

ZARA, Click & Collect Store – Fashion retailer ZARA launched a concept store whilst
its flagship was being refurbished, the pop-up focused on Click & Collect. In other
words, it was solely designed for ordering and collecting online purchases and
organizing returns. This store represented another milestone for the brand that is
aiming to integrate its online offer with its physical spaces. This also showcases how
click and collect options are maturing in the retail industry.

INTERACTIVE
EXPERIENCE
COMBINING ONLINE
PURCHASE, PHYSICAL
COLLECTION AND
BROWSING

Hyper Agile

MOBILE WINDOW SHOPPING
Kate Spade , Saturday Collection – In order to grab pedestrian attention
on the streets of New York, clothing and accessory brand, Kate Spade,
launched a 24-hour interactive window display allowing customers to
browse items via a touchscreen display. Customers could then purchase
any time of the day straight from the sidewalk, with purchased items
delivered within one hour.

INTERACTIVE
EXPERIENCE
PHYGITAL BROWSING
AND PURCHASING

Hyper Agile

FUTURE STORE

NIKE, Innovation 000 – Nike’s latest NYC flagship perfectly blends the physical
experience whilst integrating digital features to cater to the various shopping
attitudes across its 6 stories. The key feature is the “Speed Shop” occupying an
entire floor, allowing customers to grab and go through digital lockers and buy
products instantly via the Nike Plus members app. This floor space uses digital
commerce data to stock its shelves. Re-stock is based on the community’s
favourites. The Nike Expert Studio is where customers can receive assistance to
customize products. The store also includes a space dedicated to the history of
the brand and various product testing areas.
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FUTURE STORE

INTERACTIVE,
IMMERSIVE,
CUSTOMISABLE
EXPERIENCE

NIKE, Innovation 000 – Nike’s latest NYC flagship perfectly blends the physical
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attitudes across its 6 stories. The key feature is the “Speed Shop” occupying an
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71%

OF PEOPLE
THINK STORE
STAFF SHOULD HAVE
MORE SPECIALIST
KNOWLEDGE
I-AM (2018)

Hyper Agile

TAKEOUT
RETHINK YOUR SHOPPING EXPERIENCE
FOR BOTH FAST AND SLOW SHOPPERS,
CONVENIENCE AND DESIRE, TO MERGE
SPACES THAT ARE SUITED FOR MANY
DIFFERENT TYPES OF SHOPPERS.

In Summary: Things to think about

IN SUMMARY
1. TIME IS PRECIOUS

2. OMNIPRESENT,
NOT OMNICHANNEL

2. ATTENTIVE 					
ASSISTANCE

Expectations are high.

It is not about the channel but about its
presence and constant availability.

Humanising the digital relationship.

Customers are happy to pay for
smart convenience. They expect to
be empowered to interact anytime,
anywhere, anyhow to suit their needs.

Shopping has converged across many
platforms, places and spaces, so much so
that it has become an invisible force that
sits in the background of daily life.

Think about the ways to extend service
pre, during and post-purchase to keep the
brand relationship on a continuum and
rethink your customer relationships as
a long-game—not a short one.

Considerations: Things to think about

CONSIDERATIONS
1. MULTISENSORY

2. ABOUT SERVICES, NOT
SELLING

3. GO ALL IN

Maximise what your physical showroom
can do better than any digital experience.

It’s about the additional services your
brand can offer and no longer just the
product itself.

Owning an ‘emotional territory’.

Your showroom should offer the ultimate
and best experience of your brand. It is a
space where your customers should be able
to discover, learn and trial your products
and services in the most engaging way
possible. You can elevate the physical space
by offering what your online platform can’t,
and integrate digital features to get the best
of both worlds.

Sophisticated service offerings used to be
exclusively the domain of the luxury market,
but as customer expectations get higher,
we are see these services infiltrate all
stratifications of the market and becoming
the central focus of retail.

People’s lifestyles inspires wholehearted
belief in and commitment to certain
brands. Sustainability, social welfare,
wellbeing and provenance are key values
and features that people have grown
strongly attached to—think about the
ways your brand can integrate these ideals
and strengthen the brand values.
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